GYRATIONS – Feb 2022
Volatility is our friend – risk managed investing
MANAGE UNCERTAINTY THROUGH PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
Gyrostat Risk Managed Equity Fund (GRME Fund): The GMRE Fund aims to deliver retiree income
with downside protection through risk managed investing. We believe adding our fund to an investment
portfolio addresses sequencing and portfolio drawdown risk while delivering quarterly equity income. Returns
have low correlation with stock markets. Our investment universe is a range of ASX200 large cap stocks with
liquid options market, including the index, international listed equities and international exchange-traded
derivatives.
Portfolio construction can reduce both undesirable volatility and large negative shocks by including diversified
non correlated assets.
Risk managed investing has protection always in place (dynamically managed as per global best practise), with
returns designed to increase with market volatility, and regular income through the complete investment
cycle.
Gyrostat class A has operated for 45 consecutive quarters with no losses exceeding 3%, our pre-defined risk
tolerance.
RISK MANAGED INVESTING “GLOBAL BEST PRACTICE”
We have reviewed five global papers on dynamic risk managed protection overlays and two best practice key
themes emerge:
•
Structure protection between ‘core’ and ‘tail’ protection
•
Use Dynamic Downside Protection, not buy and hold protection
http://www.gyrostat.com.au/assets/Uploads/2021-06-11-Risk-Managed-Investing-Supporting-Pack-v1b.pdf

These best practice key themes are incorporated in our investment methodology for the GRME Fund.
Major market falls are a regular and hazardous feature of the investment cycle.
This graph shows the extent of falls from peak to trough,
the duration of the fall, and time taken to recover to pre
market highs.

S&P 500 INDEX – 90 YEAR CHART

The speed of the previous two major falls and recoveries
have been amongst the quickest since 1929.
A more detailed analysis on market conditions:Stan Druckenmiller

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rq2lGZyW2yA

Jeremy Gratham

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlEGU2ypr1Q
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RISK MANAGED INVESTING MARKET OPPORTUNITIES (CLASS A & B UNITS) –
LARGE CAP COMMODITY STOCKS
The strategy aims to deliver a stable source of income by investing in high dividend paying stocks (largely
Australian) and overlaying derivative strategies that will (a) provide a floor on the capital value of the
investment and (b) provide opportunistic upside when warranted by market conditions.
The strategy is “peculiar” in that it does not invest in fixed income securities, but it has fixed income like
characteristics.
Income: Materials and commodities offer the highest yields
Returns: Commodity stocks are more volatile. Our track record of returns increasing with volatility as
measured by market range from low to high; gaps at open exceeding 2%; re-sets within +-2% range from
stock price movement
Protection: Risk managed investing always in place to mitigate losses in case of further share price falls

The commodities sector has become increasingly
attractive to allocate capital to meet the GRME Funds’
objectives. Fully franked dividend income is the highest
within our investment universe since GMRE Fund
inception in 2010 (dividends based upon consensus with
pricing from option markets dividends implied post ex
dividend date). Positions in Fortescue and BHP Returns
are well positioned for strong returns into dividend
capture in February and March.

Gyrostat Risk Managed Equity Fund stock universe

Returns are dependent upon the range and variability of
stock and option prices which have historically been the
widest within our large cap investment universe. This
variability is anticipated to offset the higher protection
costs within our ‘pre-defined hard risk parameters’
always in place – to mitigate against capital losses in case
of further significant share price falls.
Gyrostat Risk Managed Equity Fund 52 week range

DYNAMIC HEDGING
Major market falls are a regular and hazardous feature of the investment cycle. Most corrections of > 30-50%
have occurred within 6-12 months and typically within an 8 years cycle. Our analysis of why markets fall fast
is available at: http://www.gyrostat.com.au/assets/Uploads/2020-11-17-Gyrations-Nov-v1d-clean.pdf.
In the first quarter of 2022, we intend to establish a new fund to be called the Gyrostat Dynamic Risk Managed
Protection Fund (Dynamic Fund). The trustee of the Dynamic Fund will be Gyrostat Capital Management
Pty Ltd ACN 138 219 002 AFSL 452917 and the investment manager of the Dynamic Funds will be Gyrostat
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Capital Management Advisers Pty Ltd ACN 168 737 246. The Dynamic Fund will be a closed end unregistered
scheme and only offered to wholesale investors within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) under
an information memorandum. The Dynamic Fund will offer dynamic risk managed protection with predefined ‘hard’ protection.
A dynamic risk managed approach extracts cash on market falls to take advantage of market movements
during the term of the closed end protection (typically 3 or 4 months). The ‘hard protection’ is always in place
and can be moved within pre-defined parameters to extract cash (returned to the investor at the end of closed
end fund). The Dynamic Fund will not hold underyling assets other than the options overlay. It is intended
to offer a solution for:
• Portfolio construction: protection only piece that reliably increases in value on market falls
• Restraints on significant changes to stock holdings, primarily driven by capital gains tax
Dynamic hedging costs vary with the levels of implied volatility. The GRME Fund dynamically hedges with
an options ovelay to protect against capital losses (in the event of significant market falls below predetermined
‘hard’ protection levels) in respect of the underlying GRME Fund assets and to provide regular targeted
income payments.
By way of illustration only, dynamic protection costs are shown at February 2, for a defined period of time
and adjusting ‘excess’ in increments of 2.5% at 5.0%, 7.5% and 10.0%. Protection will be in place for the term
against losses below protection levels.
Pricing of risk has increased significantly over the past month as stock markets have corrected.

We will provide further information regarding the Dynamic Fund closer to its launch date in the first quarter
of 2022.
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Disclaimer
Gyrostat Risk Managed Equity Fund (GRME Fund)
The responsible entity for the Gyrostat Risk Managed Equity Fund (ARSN 651 853 799) is Columbus investment Services Limited
(ACN 095 162 931) (AFSL221183) (CISL). The investment manager for the GRME Fund is Gyrostat Capital Management
Advisers Pty Ltd (ACN 168 737 246), a duly authorised representative of Gyrostat Capital Management Pty Ltd (ACN 138 219
002) (GCM) and One Wholesale Fund Services Ltd (ACN 159 624 585).
The information provided in this document was not prepared by CISL but prepared by other parties. All of the commentary,
statements of opinion and recommendations contain general advice only. This information does not take into account your
investment objectives, particular needs or financial situation. You should seek independent financial advice.
The content of this document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to subscribe for units in the GRME Fund or an offer to
buy or sell any financial product. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on this document as the basis for making an
investment, financial or other decision.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Performance comparisons are provided purely for information
purposes only and should not be relied upon. The information included in this document may include information that is
predictive in character which may be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks and uncertainties and
may differ materially from results ultimately achieved.
Whilst all care has been taken in preparation of this document, neither CISL nor the Investment Manager give any representation
or warranty as to the reliability, completeness or accuracy of the information contained in this document. Neither CISL nor the
Investment Manager accepts liability for any inaccurate, incomplete or omitted information of any kind or any losses caused by
using this information.
You should obtain and carefully consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the GRME Fund before making any
decision about whether to acquire, or continue to hold, an interest in the GRME Fund. Applications for units in the GRME Fund
can only be made pursuant to the application form relevant to the GRME Fund. A copy of the PDS (dated 11 August 2021) and
relevant
application
form
may
be
obtained
from
https://www.gyrostat.com.au/application-forms
or
https://www.oneinvestment.com.au/qyrostat.

Gyrostat Dynamic Risk Managed Protection Fund (Dynamic Fund)
The trustee for the proposed Dynamic Fund will be Gyrostat Capital Management Pty Ltd ACN 138 219 002 AFSL 452917
(GCM) and the investment manager of the proposed Dynamic Fund will be Gyrostat Capital Management Advisers Pty Ltd ACN
168 737 246 (GCMA and together with GCM, the GCM Entities). a duly authorised representative of GCM.
All of the commentary, statements of opinion and recommendations concerning the proposed Dynamic Fund contain general
advice only. This information does not take into account your investment objectives, particular needs or financial situation. You
should seek independent financial advice.
The content of this document concerning the proposed Dynamic Fund do not constitute an offer or solicitation to subscribe for
units in the proposed Dynamic Fund offer to buy or sell any financial product. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on this
document as the basis for making an investment, financial or other decision.
Whilst all care has been taken in preparation of this content relating to the proposed Dynamic Fund, the GCM Entities do not
give any representation or warranty as to the reliability, completeness or accuracy of the information contained in this document.
No GCM Entity accepts liability for any inaccurate, incomplete or omitted information of any kind or any losses caused by using
this information.
You should obtain and carefully consider the information memorandum for the proposed Dynamic Fund (when published) before
making any decision about whether to acquire, or continue to hold, an interest in the proposed Dynamic Fund. Applications for
units in the proposed Dynamic Fund will only be able to be made pursuant to the application form relevant to the Dynamic Fund.
A copy of the information memorandum and relevant application form may be obtained from
https://www.gyrostat.com.au/application-forms once the proposed Dynamic Fund has been established.
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